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ABSTRACT 

 

Comparisons are made between liquid water concentration (LWC) readings obtained 

from a Johnson-Williams (J-W) cloud water meter and a King (CSIRO) liquid water probe, both 

mounted on the armored T-28 research aircraft during penetrations of springtime convective 

storms in Oklahoma and Colorado.  In clouds with narrower cloud droplet spectra, the King 

probe readings are about twice those of the J-W.  In clouds with broader droplet spectra, the ratio 

climbs to 3 or greater. The King probe responds to drops larger than cloud droplet size, so its 

reading can be larger than the cloud LWC present. Published studies involving cloud LWC in 

convective storms based on readings of the T-28 J-W probe have overestimated the effects of 

entrainment and precipitation scavenging on updraft liquid water, particularly in those areas 

characterized by clouds with broad cloud droplet size spectra, due to underestimates of liquid 

water concentration by the J-W probe. 
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1.  Introduction 

 

The armored T-28 aircraft operated by the South Dakota School of Mines and Technol-

ogy was instrumented with two microphysical measurement devices when it was first put into 

the field in 1969 as a cloud physics research platform, a foil impactor for monitoring the concen-

trations of precipitation-size hydrometeors (e.g. Sand and Schleusener 1974), and a Johnson-

Williams (J-W) cloud water meter (e.g. Spyers-Duran 1968). Measurements derived from the 

T-28 J-W probe have been a primary source of in situ observations of cloud liquid water concen-

tration (LWC) in convective environments in a variety of regions worldwide.  (See, e.g., Musil et 

al. 1973, 1976, 1986, 1991; Sand 1976; Knight et al. 1982; Heymsfield and Musil 1982; Heyms-

field and Hjelmfelt 1984a; Waldvogel et al. 1987; Rasmussen and Heymsfield 1987; Kubesh et 

al. 1988; Musil and Smith 1989; Blackmore et al. 1989; Huston et al. 1990; Stith et al. 1990; 

Ramachandran et al. 1996; French et al. 1996; Bringi et al. 1997).  There have been references 

in the literature to inadequate performance of J-W probes in general (Spyers-Duran 1968; 

Baumgardner 1983, Strapp and Schemenauer 1982; Personne et al. 1982; Gayet 1986), as well as 

the T-28 J-W probe in particular (Knight et al. 1982; Heymsfield and Hjelmfelt 1984a). The 

main performance deficiency for a properly-operating J-W probe is underreporting of cloud 

LWC when the cloud droplet size distribution is broad.  In this report we review the performance 

of the J-W probe that has flown on the T-28 from 1969 through 1997 and compare it to a more 

accurate sensor, a King liquid water probe, carried simultaneously with the J-W probe in recent 

projects. 
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2.  Background 

 

The J-W sensor belongs to the class of “hot-wire” liquid water probes.  In this type of de-

vice, the power required to evaporate water wetting a hot sensing element is related to the rate at 

which water is being collected by the element.  Specific details of J-W sensor operation are dis-

cussed in, e.g., Spyers-Duran (1968).  

 

The T-28 J-W system was part of a wind tunnel testing program described in Strapp and 

Schemenauer (1982).  It was tested with 3 heads, with two heads tested at multiple temperatures.  

The results of these tests, for tunnel airspeed in the range of typical T-28 storm penetration true 

airspeeds, are shown in Figure 1.  The J-W probe readings range from 85% to 133% of the inde-

pendently-determined tunnel LWC.  These results show that, when operated properly in a cloud 

with a droplet spectrum in the size range to which the probe responds fully, the T-28 J-W in-

strument performs in an unbiased manner. The absolute uncertainty in the system, allowing for 

use of any of three different heads, is roughly ± 1/3 of the reading. 

 

The sensing wire has often been broken during T-28 field work, due to impacts from 

graupel particles or hailstones.  It has not been unusual to use all three heads during one field 

project.  A head is removed when damaged and a spare is substituted to make the aircraft ready 

for the next mission while the damaged head is repaired and made ready for a future substitution.  

In general, a head is left in place until it is damaged.  Thus the uncertainty that applies to T-28 

J-W probe measurements should account for varying heads, as does the figure of 1/3 of reading. 
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This is the only time the T-28 J-W probe was tested in a well-characterized and con-

trolled wind tunnel.  In order to verify that there was no degradation in electronic gain in the cir-

cuitry from year to year, the dummy head supplied with the unit was used every season to check 

the instrument’s reponse to a signal of known strength.  No drift in the response of the unit was 

ever noted. 

 

Another method of assessing J-W probe performance is to compare its readings in updraft 

cores to an estimate of LWC based on adiabatic ascent of a cloud parcel from cloud base to air-

craft altitude. The data obtained during the 1995 flights was not suitable for comparison to adia-

batic cloud LWC estimated from soundings, as not all clouds were convective and sounding data 

characterizing the inflow regions of those clouds that were convective were often not available.  

However,  in August of the preceding year, on a different project, such comparisons were possi-

ble and in passes near cloud base where droplet size spectra ranged only over sizes small enough 

that complete J-W response probe could be expected,  agreement within ~20% was obtained. 

 

The CSIRO, or King, LWC probe, a heated-element LWC-sensing instrument, incorpo-

rates a number of desirable improvements over the J-W probe, including a fully calculable re-

sponse (the J-W probe must be calibrated empirically) and response to a broader range of cloud 

droplet sizes (King et al. 1978, 1981, 1985; Biter et al. 1987).  The dry power consumption by 

the King probe needs to be calibrated as a function of true airspeed and ambient temperature for 

each specific mounting arrangement, then subtracted from total power consumption during in-

cloud traverses to arrive at power consumption needed to evaporate water from the element, 

from which an estimate of LWC is derived.  This dry power calibration was done for the location 
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shown in Figure 2.  The consistency of this dry power calculation over a range of temperatures 

and airspeeds demonstrates that the electronic gain in the signal processing circuitry was within 

design specifications. 

 

Both J-W and King probes were flown together on the T-28 during May and June of 

1995, for the first time, in the second year of the Verification of the ORigin of Tornadoes Ex-

periment (VORTEX). The Research Aviation Facility at the National Center for Atmospheric 

Research loaned a King probe for use on the T-28 during these 1995 deployments.  During six 

weeks of flying, the T-28 penetrated clouds with a variety of temperature, precipitation (liquid 

and frozen), and cloud water conditions, in central Oklahoma and in northeastern Colorado.  The 

data from these flights provide an opportunity to compare the T-28 J-W and King LWC  probe 

measurements under a variety of conditions.  

 

The J-W probe on the T-28 is mounted under the right wing tip.  The King probe was 

mounted on the flank of a pylon under the center portion of the same wing.  The locations can be 

seen in Figure 2.  Due to variations in the airflow over different portions of the wing, and the 

spatial separation of the probes, some differences in their readings can be expected due to actual 

differences in droplet concentrations sampled at the two locations. Norment (1988) analyzes the 

magnitude of the airflow-induced differences in the context of a similar mounting location on a 

different airframe, involving a Particle Measuring Systems, Inc. (PMS) Forward Scattering Spec-

trometer Probe (FSSP) rather than a King probe.  He concludes that undermeasurement of LWC 

as great as 20-30% may occur.  He also concludes that roughly half of the airflow distortion ac-

counting for the undercounting is due to the instrument itself.  The King probe on the pylon 
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shown in Figure 2 may produce distortions of a similar magnitude to that demonstrated for the 

FSSP mounting studied by Norment. It is likely flow distortion of similar or lower magnitude 

occurs at the position of the J-W probe nearer the wing tip. 

 

 King et al.  (1981) estimate accuracy of ~5% for a properly-operating King probe.  

Baumgardner (1983) estimates agreement between King and J-W probes should be within 30%, 

assuming both are responding completely to the entire spectrum of droplets present.  This is con-

sistent with the estimated accuracy of the T-28 J-W based on the wind-tunnel test results pre-

sented above, and the King probe accuracy noted here. 

 

3.  Data 

 J-W and King probe measurements from seven flights in various microphysical environ-

ments were used in this study. A PMS FSSP probe also was carried on these flights.  It provided 

characteristics of the cloud droplet size distribution. During 1995, the FSSP was periodically 

calibrated in the field using latex beads of known sizes, and accurate estimates of its volume 

sampling rate were derived from measurements of the beam diameter, depth-of-field, and pa-

rameters of the signal processing circuitry (e.g. Baumgardner and Spowart 1990).  Performance 

of the FSSP slowly deteriorated during June due to mechanical failure in the optical path. Using 

periodic calibrations, we did our best to compensate for changing optical characteristics of the 

probe. Integrated LWC based on the FSSP-measured droplet spectra generally agreed well with 

King probe LWC, particularly in regions where concentrations of drizzle-size drops and ice par-

ticles were relatively low (See Table 1). 
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A PMS OAP 2D-P optical array probe was installed for the May, 1995, Oklahoma 

flights.  It is designed to image precipitation particles from approximately 200 μm to 6.4 mm.  A 

Stratton Park Engineering Corporation (SPEC) High Volume Precipitation Spectrometer (HVPS) 

was installed for the June, 1995, flights in northeastern Colorado.  This probe images particles 

with approximately the same size resolution as the 2D-P, but with a much higher volume sam-

pling rate.  Data from these precipitation particle imaging probes were used to assess the pres-

ence of precipitation particles in the regions in which comparisons are made between J-W and 

King probe LWC. 

 

4.  Results 

Unfortunately, in the sequence of flights analyzed in this paper, the de-icing heaters on 

the J-W probe were not functioning properly.  This produced the undesirable effect of a variable 

baseline in the J-W measurements.  The problem is more pronounced for penetrations in which 

the air temperature was further below 0°C.  The compensating wire post and housing on the J-W 

probe iced to varying degrees in environments below 0°C and caused an electrical bias in the 

system and/or disturbed airflow through the probe and restricted the sample volume.  In general, 

it is possible during data analysis to adjust the J-W baseline manually.  A correction is deter-

mined for each separate cloud penetration.  Passes requiring large adjustments may have icing 

severe enough to cause additional problems, such as sample volume blockage or electronic gain 

changes and therefore were not used in our analyses. 

 

Comparisons of J-W and King probe measurements are made for portions of seven flights 

(30 cloud passes total).  Among the 30 cloud penetrations, there is about a half-hour of data in 
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which the King probe indicates more than 0.1 g/m3 of LWC.  During these periods the J-W probe 

measured LWC less than the King probe 99 percent of the time. In general, the scatter of King 

vs. J-W LWC is linear and well-correlated. Unfortunately, the mean ratio of King to J-W LWC is 

not consistent and ranges from 1.5 to 5.0 (see Table 1).  Other key environmental information is 

summarized in Table 1, such as temperature and the approximate concentration of particles lar-

ger than 200 μm. (Note: The median of the ratio is not significantly different than the mean ratio 

in all but a few passes, the difference being less than 0.2.)  
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Table 1.  Mean values of key parameters for each pass. 

Date Loc Dur (s) Mean 

 

King 

LWC 

J-W LWC 

Mean T (C) *Shad OR / 

HVPS Counts 

(#/m3) 

Median 

Vol Diam 

(μm) 

Mean J-W 

LWC 

(g/m3) 

Mean King 

LWC 

(g/m3) 

Mean 

FSSP 

LWC 

(g/m3) 

5/4 OK 69 2.9 6.3 120 24 .21 .52 .45 

  49 2.1 12.0 30 17 .18 .38 .34 

5.5 OK 53 1.9 12.5 396 13.5 .37 .60 .31 

5/17 OK 27 4.7 -8.9 3296 26 .27 1.09 .99 

  32 5.0 -8.1 10080 28 .16 .76 .81 

  89 3.9 -9.8 16866 26 .22 .87 .87 

  75 3.0 -8.1 3402 26 .26 .68 .72 

6/17 CO 11 1.6 1.9 0 12 .14 .23 .36 

31 2.0 2.0 0 13 .14 .28 .39 

259 2.2 1.8 403 18 .26 .57 .51 

47 2.4 -2.1 165 17 .14 .36 .32 

166 3.4 -2.1 389 20 .34 1.06 .70 

115 4.3 -2.0 309 21 .18 .74 .50 

30 4.1 -5.7 459 23 .15 .58 .37 



38 2.8 -5.6 0 21 .29 .77 .45 

  31 2.8 -5.7 0 22 .15 .40 .37 

6/22 CO 56 2.1 0.7 233 19 .83 1.74 1.01 

  77 2.5 0.7 180 20 .58 1.35 0.95 

  29 3.6 0.1 275 18 .20 .65 .54 

6/27 CO 69 1.5 -2.2 0 14 .35 .55 .64 

  40 1.9 -1.3 472 12 .13 .24 .60 

  47 2.2 -3.2 426 16 .33 .65 .85 

  35 1.5 -3.9 346 14 .36 .54 .62 

  30 3.9 -4.5 249 17 .13 .56 .81 

  131 3.8 -5.5 428 17 .25 .87 1.13 

  81 2.4 -7.6 194 16 .29 .68 1.07 

  84 2.9 -7.5 335 15 .16 .45 .93 

  122 3.8 -6.4 327 17 .30 1.09 1.40 

  59 1.7 -4.7 191 14 .37 .55 1.05 

6/28 CO 15 4.5 0.80 335 27 .11 .49 .40 

* Flights on 5/4, 5/5, and 5/17 – PMS 2D-P shadow OR counts. 

Flights on 6/17, 6/22, 6/27, and 6/28 – HVPS particle image counts 
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In Figure 3, the mean ratio of King to J-W LWC measurements for data from each cloud 

pass is plotted as a function of MVD (median volume diameter – the diameter of the droplet with 

median volume of the volume distribution derived from the FSSP). The mean ratio of King to J-

W LWC appears to be positively correlated with MVD with an r2 value of 0.55.   

 

These data indicate that when the T-28 encountered a cloud water distribution with MVD 

≤ 15 μm, the J-W LWC measurements were less than a factor of  2 smaller than the King LWC 

measurements. This result is consistent with that of Personne et al. (1982); that is, they found the 

response of the J-W probe decreases significantly for droplet sizes beyond 15 μm (See Figure 7, 

Personne et al. 1982). Strapp and Schemenauer (1982) found good agreement between most J-W 

probe readings and independently-determined wind tunnel LWC when their tunnel MVD was in 

this range.  Spyers-Duran (1968) indicates that the J-W probe responds completely to LWC 

when MVD is less than about 30 μm. This threshold is significantly higher than what our results 

suggest. The size distributions in Spyers-Duran (1968) are bimodal, different from our distribu-

tions. We attribute the difference in results between results of our work and that of Strapp and 

Schemenauer (1982) and Personne et al. (1982), compared to Spyers-Duran (1968), to the differ-

ence in droplet size distributions. 

 

5.  Reinterpretation of Previously-Published T-28 Cloud LWC Measurements 

 

The instrument comparisons described above provide a basis for reassessing T-28 J-W 

measurements from earlier projects. These are summarized in Table 2. The first major field pro-

gram in which the T-28 was a participant was the National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE), 



conducted from 1972-1976.  During NHRE, the aircraft performed numerous penetrations of 

convective storms in the same northeastern Colorado region in which it conducted its June, 1995, 

VORTEX flights included in the analysis presented above.  In a summary of the microphysical 

measurements obtained from the T-28 during NHRE, Knight et al. (1982) compare J-W LWC 

measurements to estimated adiabatic values. They conclude that the T-28 J-W measurements are 

at least 20% too low, on average.  They also comment that the results of the wind tunnel tests 

reported in Strapp and Schemenauer (1982) show that the T-28 J-W reads low by 50%. 

Table 2 
Project Year Multiplier References 
NHRE 1972-1976 1.6 Knight et al. , 1982 
SESAME 1978 3 Heymsfield and Hjelm-

felt, 1984a 
CCOPE 1981 1.6 ?? (TBA) 
Grossversuch IV 1982-1983 2+ to ~3 Waldvogel et al. , 1987; 

Blackmore et al. , 1989 
COHMEX 1986 2+ to 3+ Musil and Smith, 1989 
North Dakota ‘87 1987 1.6 Stith et al. , 1990 
CaPE 1991 2+ to 3+ Ramachandran et al, 

1996; French et al, 1996; 
Bringi et al. , 1997; Smith 
et al. , 1999 

 
 

The wind tunnel data shown in Figure 1 do not support their comment that these tests 

showed the T-28 J-W to read low by 50% for the droplet distribution produced in the tunnel. The 

basis for this comment is not clear at this time. Presuming that the King probe will respond 

nearly completely to all of the LWC in NHRE clouds, and that almost all of the liquid present is 

in the form of cloud droplets, our result that the underestimate of cloud LWC  by the J-W probe 

is 40%, relative to the King probe, is in reasonable agreement with the comparisons to adiabatic 

LWC of Knight et al., acknowledging the uncertainties in both studies. 
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Heymsfield and Hjelmfelt (1984a), in their analysis of T-28 microphysical observations 

in convective clouds in central Oklahoma during the Severe Environmental Storms and 

Mesoscale Experiment (SESAME), compared cloud LWC measurements from the J-W probe to 

those from the T-28 FSSP.  The FSSP was carefully and frequently calibrated during SESAME 

and careful measurements were made of the beam diameter, depth-of-field, and velocity accep-

tance ratio, allowing accurate estimates of droplet sizes and concentrations during this project, 

comparable to those obtained in the present study.  They compared J-W and integrated FSSP 

LWC and concluded that typically the FSSP LWC  was ~3 times the J-W LWC.  This is consis-

tent with the results presented in Table 2 and Figure 5 for the flight on 17 May 1995 in the pre-

sent study, involving penetrations through updrafts in central Oklahoma hailstorms roughly 4 km 

above cloud base. The large underestimate of LWC  by the J-W in SESAME led Heymsfield and 

Hjelmfelt (1984b) to rely solely on FSSP LWC  in their summary analysis of SESAME micro-

physics.   

 

Blackmore (1987), Waldvogel et al. (1987), and Blackmore et al. (1989) report micro-

physical characteristics of high reflectivity zones in Swiss hailstorms penetrated at the –8°C 

level by the armored T-28 during the Grossversuch IV project in the summers of 1982 and 1983.  

Blackmore et al. (1989) report general agreement between FSSP and J-W LWC during this pro-

ject, despite relatively broad droplet spectra.  The processing of FSSP data from this project was 

done using default channel size assignments from the manufacturer and with a simplified esti-

mate of the volume sampling rate.  Based on later comparisons between this procedure and more 

exacting procedures for FSSP data processing (e.g. Heymsfield and Hjelmfelt 1984a; Baumgard-

ner and Spowart 1990) we suspect that the Grossversuch IV FSSP LWC estimates were, on the 
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average, low. Unfortunately, it is impossible to re-process the Grossversuch IV FSSP data using 

more modern techniques because the optical and electronic characteristics of the FSSP were not 

documented just before, during, or just after the two field seasons of this project. As these char-

acteristics change with time, it is inaccurate to assume recent measurements of these characteris-

tics might be representative of the FSSP during Grossversuch IV.   

 

 Droplet spectra presented in Blackmore (1987) suggest that typical Swiss spectra typi-

cally were broader, in terms of number of FSSP channels with significant counts, than typical 

Colorado spectra, and generally closer in most characteristics to the Oklahoma spectra observed 

during SESAME in 1979, and during VORTEX in 1995.  We therefore suggest that the Gross-

versuch IV J-W LWC measurements were also on average low by a factor greater than 2 and 

closer to 3. However, Waldvogel et al.  (1987) show that some LWC peaks were encountered in 

stronger updrafts with narrower droplet spectra. In these areas with narrower spectra, the under-

reporting by the J-W would have been less severe. The cloud LWC data included in Blackmore 

(1987) and Blackmore et al. (1989) is mostly from the FSSP, while in Waldvogel et al. (1987) it 

is mostly from the J-W probe. As all report general agreement between the J-W and FSSP LWC, 

we suggest that the characteristic peak LWC concentrations reported in high reflectivity zones in 

Swiss storms are low by a factor of 2 or less in some cases (e.g. young updrafts, and nearer cloud 

base), and up to 3 or greater in others (e.g. more mature cloud regions, and further above cloud 

base.  

 

Musil and Smith (1989) present a microphysical summary of storms penetrated by the 

armored T-28 during the Cooperative Huntsville Meteorological Experiment (COHMEX), in 
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northern Alabama, during the summer of 1986.  About 1/3 of the penetrations were above the 

freezing level.  The highest penetration was at the –7.5°C level, while the lowest penetration was 

at the +5.5°C level.  During this project, FSSP data were processed using manufacturer’s default 

channel size assignments and sample volume calculation, as was done with the Grossversuch IV 

data.  In Figure 6 of Musil and Smith (1989), it is shown that on the average J-W and FSSP 

LWC’s agree reasonably well but that the scatter in their agreement increases as LWC increases 

above 1 g m-3 with some tendency for relative underreporting by the J-W compared to the FSSP 

at these higher LWC’s.  The FSSP cloud droplet spectra were noted to be quite similar to those 

observed during Grossversuch IV.  We therefore conclude that reported COHMEX LWC  meas-

urements were low by a factor ranging up to 3 or greater for these southeastern US clouds.  This 

would suggest that LWC values higher than 3/4 of the adiabatic value were encountered, com-

pared to peak LWC  values of ~1/4 of adiabatic reported based on actual J-W and FSSP readings. 

Thus the updraft cores were not as strongly-diluted by mixing and precipitation scavenging as 

was originally inferred from the J-W and FSSP LWC measurements. 

 

Stith et al. (1990) include microphysical characteristics in their analysis of transport and 

dispersion of tracer material in a growing cumulus congestus cloud in western North Dakota that 

was observed in the summer of 1987.  FSSP droplet spectra in this cloud (not included in the 

published report) resemble closely the spectra of northeastern Colorado clouds in terms of num-

ber of channels with significant counts.  The T-28 J-W cloud LWC readings included in this 

North Dakota study are probably only ~60% of the true cloud LWC values based on our inter-

comparison between J-W and King probe readings.  This would suggest less dilution by entrain-

ment of outside air into the updrafts than would be estimated based on the observed J-W read-
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ings. Less dilution would, in fact, be more consistent with the observed slow dilution of plumes 

of tracer material released into the base of the updraft and carried upward to higher levels where 

the T-28 and another aircraft were sampling. 

 

Ramachandran et al. (1996), French et al. (1996), Bringi et al. (1997) and Smith et al. 

(1999) all present studies involving armored T-28 observations of microphysical characteristics 

of Florida thunderstorms during the Convection and Precipitation/Electrification (CaPE) experi-

ment of the summer of 1991.  The cloud LWC observations included in all of these studies came 

from the J-W probe.  The T-28 FSSP generally did not work well during CaPE. Based on one 

flight when the FSSP did work reasonably well, and on observations from two other FSSP's on 

other aircraft involved in CaPE, the droplet spectra in these clouds were similar to those of the 

Oklahoma, Swiss, and Alabama clouds.  Based on the analyses presented above, we predict true 

cloud LWC’s would have been on average ~3 times the J-W LWC's.  One exception to this aver-

age ratio might be the young, nearly precipitation-free updraft penetrated on 29 July 1991 and 

included in the Ramachandran et al. (1996), study as Cell C.  The droplet spectral characteristics 

in this updraft are not known (the FSSP was not working properly on this flight), but the spectra 

were probably relatively narrower than in more mature updrafts.  The peak reported LWC of 

4 g m-3 was probably not more than a factor of 2 lower than the true value in this updraft.  If it 

was low by more than a factor of 2, then the LWC would have exceeded the adiabatic LWC  at 

this level in this cloud, which is physically unlikely in a precipitation-free updraft. 
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6.  Conclusions  

 

Comparisons between J-W and King probe LWC readings from the armored T-28 in sev-

eral representative microphysical environments show that the King probe LWC is typically from 

less than 2 to more than 3 times the J-W LWC.  In some regions possibly containing drizzle, this 

ratio exceeded 7. The cause of this discrepancy is shown to be incomplete response of the J-W to 

the large end of the cloud droplet spectrum, and partial response of the King probe to drizzle and 

raindrops.  In clouds with broader droplet spectra (typically, warmer cloud bases, and higher 

above cloud base), the King probe LWC  typically exceeds the J-W LWC  by a factor of 3 or 

greater. In some of these clouds, the King probe probably was responding at least partially to 

droplets larger than cloud droplets. In young updrafts and nearer cloud base, where clouds are 

characterized by narrower cloud droplet spectra, the King to J-W probe LWC  ratio is less than 

2.  These results are shown to be consistent with earlier probe comparisons reported by Heyms-

field and Hjelmfelt (1984a) between J-W and carefully-processed FSSP data from the T-28 sys-

tem.  A review of published studies in which T-28 J-W measurements are used suggests that the 

amount of precipitation scavenging and entrainment of environmental air into the updrafts sam-

pled in these studies, deduced from the ratio of measured to adiabatic LWC, was overestimated.  

It is likely that some nearly-adiabatic cores were encountered in continental clouds in most T-28 

field seasons in both mid-latitude and subtropical regions. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1.  Scatter plot of J-W LWC as a function of wind tunnel LWC for three heads from the 

T-28 J-W probe at various temperatures and LWC's. Data was obtained during wind tun-

nel testing program described in Strapp and Schemenauer (1982). 

Figure 2.  J-W LWC  for Pass 2 on 5/4 with the bias and with the bias removed. 

Figure 3.  Scatter plot of J-W LWC  as a function of King LWC  for Pass 2 on 5/4. The regres-

sion is shown as a dashed line. 

Figure 4.  Scatter plot of the ratio of King LWC  to J-W LWC  as a function of J-W LWC  for (a) 

Pass 3 on 6/27, (b) Pass 2 on 6/22, (c) Pass 7 on 5/17, and (d) Pass 2 on 5/4. 

Figure 5.  Scatter plot of the mean ratio of King LWC  to J-W LWC  as a function of (a) Mean 

Equivalent Diameter (MED) and (b) Mean Volume Diameter (MVD). The regression for 

each is shown as a dashed line. The ratio of 1:1 is also indicated as a solid horizontal line. 

Figure 6.  Scatter plot of the ratio of King LWC  to J-W LWC  as a function of equivalent diame-

ter for Pass 2 on 6/17. The regression is shown as a dashed line. 

Figure 7.  Plot of the following six variables as a function of time for Pass 1 on 5/5: (1) FSSP 

LWC, (2) Equivalent Diameter, (3) Temperature, (4) King Probe LWC  (with J-W Probe 

LWC indicated as dashed line), (5) 2D-P Shadow OR (counts per second), (6) Updraft 

Velocity. "A" indicates a time when King Probe LWC measures significant LWC and the 

J-W Probe measures none. 
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